DRAFTS
YUENGLING LAGER 4.4% 7.00
An iconic American lager famous for its rich amber color and
medium-bodied flavor

GUINNESS 4.1% 7.00
Sweet smelling with a coffee and malty nose, smooth, creamy
and balanced

PALM BELGIAN AMBER 5.4% 8.00
Mild caramel flavours with a honey-like mellowness. Crisp &
refreshing

STERLING PIG OINKAH NEIPA 6.4% 7.50
This juicy IPA has balanced notes of citrus, tropical fruit & pine

BEAR REPUBLIC RACER 5 IPA 7.5% 8.50
Iconic West Coast medal winning IPA. A trophy in every glass

GREAT LAKES OKTOBERFEST 6.5% 7.50
Our take on this classic German style is a real malt party,
packed with toasty autumnal flavors

B R WATERMELON CIDER. 4.7% 7.00
The taste profile is perfect for warm weather enjoyment and
allows the best of watermelon and apples to shine through

ZERO GRAVITY SUCH A NIGHT 8.3% 8.50
An intensely hoppy pale ale with minimal malt charater
designed to showcase its strong hop

WYNDRIDGE RASPBERRY RIESLING 7% 8.00
a fruity nose, blend of peach, pear and crisp apples then pressed
raspberries to create a bold fruit flavor

PEAK HAPPY HOUR 4.6% 7.00
Crisp, light, maximum crushability

SIERRA HAZY LITTLE THING IS A 6.7% 7.50
Unfiltered, unprocessed IPA, straight from the tanks to the can.

UP NEXT

ZERO GRAVITY LADY BIRD 4.9% 7.00
German style lager bring notes of lemon grass, and pineapple to
this crisp and clean quencher

OTHER HALF FOREVER EVER 4.7% 7.00
highly hopped, low ABV crusher brewed and double hopped

SWINEHOUSE PEACH SOUR 4% 7.00
Tart, peach-heavy sour yeasted with Philly sour yeast. Light &
refreshing

HEL SHADE HELLES LAGER 5.1% 7.00
slight smokey campfire vibe that anchors down the spicy hop
character of this lager

GOOSE ISLAND NEON BEER HUG 7% 8.00
A shockingly drinkable IPA with an electric bouquet of tropical
& citrus flavors

